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Explainable Artificial Intelligence systems, including intelligent agents, must ex-
plain their internal decisions to other software agents or to human users. In the
latter case, it is necessary that humans understand the outputs returned by the
systems. Thus, like it was done in [2] and [3], we use a pseudo-natural language
for improving the understanding of the explanations given by software agents.

ArgAgent1 is a simulator for Belief-Based Goal Processing (BBGP) [1] which
is an extension of the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model [6]. Argumentation is
used in the intention formation process, which is comprised of four sequential
stages: activation, evaluation, deliberation, and checking. In this demo,
we focus on the deliberation stage, whose purpose is to identify conflicts among
goals and select which goals the agent will commit to. These conflicts can be: a)
terminal (denoted by t), b) resource (denoted by r), or c) superfluity (denoted
by s)2. Thus, the aim is to generate explanations for the question: why did the
agent commit (or not) to a given goal? Besides, we enrich such explanations with
information about the type of conflict that arose between goals.

The simulator input is an agent model, composed of initial beliefs, rules,
preference values of goals, and plans. Explanatory arguments are constructed
based on a set of six-domain-independent deliberation rules , whose premises are
unified with beliefs that are generated from the Goal Argumentation Framework
– which is constructed to determinate the set of chosen goals – and the set of
chosen goals, which were obtained after applying a semantics based on conflict-
free sets and a function that selects the extension that maximizes utility.

The explanations are generated from the set of explanatory arguments and
the possible attacks between them, following the method presented in [5]. The
pseudo-natural language explanations are built from: (i) the unified deliberation
rules, which are used to construct explanatory arguments; and (ii) the respective
schemes used to generate explanatory sentences from the explanatory arguments.
Keywords, identified by ‘<’ and ‘>’ symbols, are replaced for an internal element
(eg., predicate name, full predicate, or a term) of the argument itself.
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1 Available at: https://github.com/henriquermonteiro/BBGP-Agent-Simulator/
2 Further explanation of such conflicts is available in [4].
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Rule incompatible(g, g′, conflict), preferred(g, g′)→ pursued(g)

r1
Scheme

<goal name g> and <goal name g’> have the following conflicts:

<predicate 1term 2>. Since <goal name g> is more preferable than

<goal name g’>, I decided to commit to <goal name g>.

Rule maxUtility(g)→ pursued(g)

r2
Scheme

Since <goal name g> belonged to the set of goals that maximize the utility,

I decided to commit to <goal name g>.

Table 1: Examples of deliberation rules and explanations schemes

Cycle : 004 (Why mop(p1 , p1 ) ) ?
> mop(p1 , p1 ) and pickup (p5 , p5 ) have the f o l l o w i n g c o n f l i c t s : r .

S ince mop(p1 , p1 ) i s more p r e f e r a b l e than pickup (p5 , p5 ) , I
dec ided to commit to mop(p1 , p1 ) .

> Since mop(p1 , p1 ) belonged to the s e t o f goa l s that maximize the
u t i l i t y , I dec ided to commit to mop(p1 , p1 ) .

Fig. 1: Pseudo-natural language explanation for ‘Why mop(p1,p1)?’

Table 1 shows the rules and explanation schemes used in the example shown
in Fig. 1, where the explanation for ‘Why mop(p1, p1)?’ is given. Both rules are
necessary to identify under what circumstances (conflicts and utility function)
the goal was selected. In this example the agent seeks to clean its surroundings
and at a given moment he has two options: to mop at(p1, p1) or to pickup litter
on at(p5, p5). Both options can not be pursued at the same moment because the
lack of resources available (conflict denoted by r). The agent then choose – based
on argumentation process – what he believes is the best option (mop(p1, p1)).

In future work we seek to give a more complete explanation for the agents
behaviour. Some work has already be done by extending the explanations for
other stages of the intention formation process mentioned above. That includes
allowing the agent designer to define explanation schemes for new rules.
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